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Maybe it’s because of the math we learned. 
Maybe it’s because of rules of those games we played. 
Maybe it’s because we have a hidden fairness gene 
Whatever the reason… we know…   
Keeping our noses to the grindstone and our shoulders to the wheel 
Leads to reward and opportunity. 
 
And now… we have THIS parable 
Where workers who toiled for just one hour… 
get the same pay as those who worked all day long. 
 
So how do we reconcile this parable  
with our own human understanding of fairness? 
 
There’s a play by Timothy Thompson based on this parable 
In it there are two brothers looking for work. 
John is strong and capable;  
And Philip, who is just as willing but lost a hand in an accident.  
 
When the landowner comes, John is taken in the first wave of workers, 
and as he labors in the field, he looks up the lane for some sign of Philip.  
 
Other workers are brought to the field, but not Philip.  
 
John’s grateful, but worries since Philip needs the work just as much. 
Finally, the last workers arrive, with Philip. 
John is relieved. Philip will get to work at least an hour. 
When wages are paid, those who came last get paid a full days’ wages, 
John rejoices, knowing that his brother will be able to feed his family. 
When John stands before the landowner to receive his pay,  
instead of complaining as the others did, 
John throws out his hand and says with tears in his eyes, 
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“Thank you, my lord, for what you’ve done for all of us today!” 
 
Getting picked first… or last… is something we all understand 
As kids… Red Rover… Softball…  
As adults… dating… Job interviews… 
 
I’m sure it was the same when landowners selected vineyard workers. 
Those last workers, the ones picked at the end of the day 
Just wanted to work.  
Unemployment isn’t a DAY OFF.  
It’s usually more stressful than actually working… 
 
Jesus often revealed big ideas in parables 
They weren’t morality plays, they were windows into heaven, 
Where normal everyday people could glimpse God’s divine nature 
And in this case, God’s boundless generosity. 
 
There is an old story about a farmer with two sons. 
As soon as they were old enough to walk,  
he took them into his fields and he taught them 
about growing crops and raising animals.  
 

When he got too old to work,  
the two boys took over the chores of the farm and when the father died, 
they had found their working together so meaningful  
that they decided to keep their partnership.  
 

So each brother contributed what he could  
and during every harvest season,  
they would divide equally what they had produced together.  
Through the years the elder brother never married. 
The younger brother did marry and had eight wonderful children.  
Years later when they had a wonderful harvest,  
the bachelor brother thought to himself…  
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My brother has ten mouths to feed. I only have one.  
He really needs more of his harvest than I do,  
but I know he is much too fair to renegotiate.  
I know what I’ll do.  
In the dead of the night when he is fast asleep,  
I’ll take some of what I have put in my barn  
and I’ll slip it over into his barn to help him feed his children. 
 
At the same, the younger brother thought to himself, 
God has given me these wonderful children.  
My brother hasn’t been so fortunate.  
He really needs more of this harvest for his old age than I do,  
but I know him. He’s much too fair. He’ll never renegotiate.  
I know what I’ll do.  
In the dead of the night when he’s asleep,  
I’ll take some of what I’ve put in my barn and slip it over into his 
barn.  
And so, one night, under a full moon, the two brothers came face to 
face, each on a mission of generosity. 
There wasn’t a cloud in the sky, and yet a gentle rain began to fall.  
You know what it was?  
God weeping for joy because two of his children got the point.  
Two of his children came to realize  
that generosity is the deepest characteristic of the HOLY  
and because we are made in God’s image,  
generosity is the secret to OUR joy as well.  
 
Life is NOT fair… Thank God!  
If it were… we’d never need each other 
We’d never need God. 
We’d never know the great depth of his overwhelming grace 
 
There was a man who loved his garden 
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Through out the spring and summer, he spent hours tending it 
And it was wonderful 
But the most wonderful part of his garden was a surprise 
The biggest and healthiest plants were pumpkins and zucchini  
That HE didn’t plant 
Apparently, their seeds were accidentally mixed in with the mulch. 
In spite of the hard work he put into his garden, 
The greatest result, was an unexpected and undeserved gift. 
 
So who do you identify with in this parable? 
The workers marching into the vineyard at the crack of dawn? 
Or ones who were picked late… hoping for anything? 
Or the landowner… who sees all those workers as precious… 
And is generous to them, even though they may not deserve it. 
 
Comparing ourselves to the characters can be somewhat enlightening,  
But seeing the mercy of God in the landowner, Is helpful. 
 
Knowing that we are loved 
Deeply loved 
By the most powerful entity in the universe is amazing 
It gives us peace and calm  
and allows us to face the unfairness of this world  
in a whole new way 
 
It takes away our demand for fairness 
And it replaces it with gratitude 
and opens our hearts to joy and love. 
 
 


